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when you create a sql server virtual machine in the azure portal, the choose a
size window shows an estimated cost. it is important to note that this estimate is

only the compute costs for running the vm along with any os licensing costs
(windows or third-party linux operating systems). buying an individual health plan

is an alternative to cobra. an individual plan is one you buy from a broker or
insurance carrier or through a state or federal health insurance marketplace.
under the affordable care act (aca), loss of a job and related health coverage

qualifies you for special enrollment. this means you can shop for and purchase an
individual health plan even when its not open enrollment time. depending on

your expected income, you may qualify for subsidies on an individual health plan,
which could make it a less expensive option than a cobra plan. you can shop,
compare plan details, costs, and more to see if this is a better alternative than

cobra insurance. visit healthcare.govif you need to find an individual health plan.
in addition, there will also be the week of support for windows xp - the last

version of the operating system that microsoft will ever make available for sale.
in fact, it will be completely stopped distributing new updates for windows xp in
the fourth quarter of 2016, which means that it will be a dead operating system

by the end of the year.
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